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We People Here: Nahuatl Accounts of the Conquest of Mexico. Edited and
translated by James Lockhart. (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1993.
xiii + 335 pp. Illustrations, appendix, notes, bibliography, index. $45.00
cloth.)
In We People Here: Nahuatl Accounts of the Conquest of Mexico,
James Lockhart utilizes a new "philosophy of translation" that "emphasize[s]
pragmatics, the intended sense and effect, over a literal rendering," allowing
insight into the "mental world, the attitudes and concepts, of those who
produce texts instead of the facts and artifacts the texts appear to describe"
(pp. 2-3). This approach has grounded his studies of the Nahuas for the last
twenty years, finding its fullest manifestation in his prize-winning The Nahuas
After the Conquest: A Social and Cultural History of the Indians of Central
Mexico, Sixteenth through Eighteenth Centuries (Stanford: Stanford University
Press, 1992). The publication of We People Here, a collection of original
materials transcribed and translated by the author, allows the reader to grasp
more fully the richness of the indigenous sources he has utilized in his
scholarship.
Lockhart divides his work into three parts (Introduction, Texts and
Translations, Commentary) with the last section linked by notes to the
preceding Texts and Translations section. By far the longest text included here
is Book Twelve of the Florentine Codex, impressively presented in its Nahuatl
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of self in relation to others, the style of presentation of the story, the
traditional oratory, the latter rendered among the samples here most vividly in
the letter from the council of Huejotzingo.
Few scholars have contributed more to defining an approach to the
study of a particular Latin American region than James Lockhart. As Charles
Gibson's Aztecs Under Spanish Rule: A History of the Indians of the Valley of
Mexico, 1519-1810 (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1964) defined the
field some three decades ago, Lockhart's The Nahuas after the Conquest, its
companion volume Nahuas and Spaniards: Postconquest Central Mexican
History and Philology (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1991), and now
We People Here have established the standard by which subsequent
ethnohistorical studies of Central Mexico will be judged.
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